
 

 
2X4 Blind #10419-4 

                                        
Thank you for purchasing the Lucky Duck 2x4 Blind. To see more Lucky Duck™ products please visit your local Sporting 
Goods dealer or online at www.luckyduck.com. 
 
The 2x4 blind is a 10’ blind that can comfortably hunt 4 people or convert to a 5’ blind to hunt 2 people. The frame is a 
walkthrough design to eliminate bending or crawling into the blind and is extremely durable for years of use. The cover 
includes grass straps and pockets for excellent concealment.  The frame can be disassembled and rolled up in the covers 
for easy carrying in and out of the field.  
 
Included parts: 
 
12x-Crossbar, 4x-End Uprights, 2x-Bottom End (push pins), 4x-Frame Support, 1x-Bottom Middle (push pins), 
2x-Middle Upright, 2x-10’ Cover, 4x–Door Support Rod, 4x-Gun Rest, 1x-5’ Cover, 1x-Carrying Strap 
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Assembly: 
 
Step 1: Organize like parts together 
 
Step 2: Assemble both end frame sections by inserting End Uprights into Bottom End pieces. Attach Frame Supports. Set 
both end frame sections to the side. 
 
Step 3: Assemble the Middle Upright section by inserting Middle Upright into the Bottom Middle section. Set the middle 
frame section aside. 
 
Step 4: Join one End Frame Section to one side of the Middle Frame Section using the Crossbars. 

 
Step 5: Join the other End Frame Section to the other side of the Middle Frame Section using the Crossbars. 
 
Step 6: Attach the gun rests to the upper crossbars. The set screw should be secured to the underside of the crossbar.  
 
Step 7: Insert each Door Support Rod into the pocket opening located at each end of the blind cover. Pockets are sewn 
into the top side of each end of the blind cover. Simply expose the pocket opening and insert the rod.   
 
Step 8: Attach each cover section to the frame. The cover sections are universal. There is no front or back side. Each 
cover has 3 post pockets which go onto the top of the End Upright and Middle Upright posts.  Attach the Velcro to the 
frame. Secure the doors using the buckles. 
 
Step 9: Brush in blind. 
 
Transportation: Frame pieces can be rolled up in the covers and carried using the included carrying strap. 
 
Tip:  DRY Stubble and grass can be left on the covers. Simply roll up the grassed covers and secure. Do not leave wet 
grass on the covers as mildew can form and ruin the cover. 
 
5’ Blind: To assemble the 5’ foot blind, follow the 10’ instructions above. Do not use the Middle Upright or Bottom 
Middle section. Instead use only the End Upright, Bottom End and Frame Support sections and 6 Crossbars. Attach the 
5’ blind cover similar to the 10’ blind cover. The 5’ blind wraps around the frame and has only one door opening. Insert the 
Door Support Rods into the pocket openings at each end of the blind cover.  Attach the cover to the frame. 
 
For further setup instructions, check out our videos on our website and YouTube channel. 
 
Lucky Duck™ warrants this product against all manufacturing defects for a period of 1 year from date of purchase. 
Proof of purchase is required. Abuse of the product (submerged in water, dropped, mistreatment etc.) is not 
covered.   
 
Please call or email customer service with any issues at 715-338-3183 or customerservice@luckyduck.com. 
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